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Create a suave high-flying rhino, a lovesick elephant who knows her way around a kitchen, and

a seriously chivalrous tiger . . . With just two weeks to go before her baby Edward’s due date,

yarn enthusiast Kerry Lord picked up a crochet hook for the first time, and a new obsession

began. Over the next twelve months, the collection of crochet animals expanded week by week

until Edward’s Menagerie was complete—with forty unique patterns. These cute animals with

larger-than-life personalities are made using simple crochet techniques, and the step-by-step

instructions enable a complete beginner to get hooking straight away. Each animal also has a

universal pattern, allowing crocheters to change their hooks and yarns to create four different

sizes, making for 160 different possibilities. Be warned—these unlikely characters, made using

a super-soft yarn in a sumptuous natural color palette, will become your new best friends as

you hook your way through the whole menagerie!

About the AuthorKerry Lord is the designer and founder of the TOFT Alpaca Shop, a modern

British knitwear company offering exclusive knitting and crochet patterns, alpaca yarns and

workshops. TOFT takes British alpaca fleece from their own Alpaca flock and from elsewhere

in the UK. Their fashion-led designs are available as both 'ready to wear' and 'ready to knit'.

TOFT studio also hosts a full programme of knitting workshops and other textile courses for

people to learn to knit from scratch, but also to develop advanced techniques.

www.thetoftalpacashop.co.uk--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.
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YouSuppliersCopyrightIntroductionEdward’s Menagerie is the year-long project of a self-taught

newbie crocheter lucky enough to be given time to have fun with a seriously indulgent stash of

yarn (see My Yarn Story for details in Yarns and Other Materials). The resulting patterns are

written in a style that may or may not be conventional, but every effort has been made to make

the instructions as clear as possible for a beginner crocheter to pick them up and begin

making. Step-by-step techniques have been included at the back of the book for the stitches

used, so, even if you have never tried crochet before, you will be able to get started

straightaway.It was shortly before my forty-week due date that I first picked up a crochet hook.

Since then, I have shelved my knitting needles and not looked back. In the fourteen days in

which Edward kept me waiting, fourteen animals were made (albeit several were inside out and

I still had little idea how to write down what I had done!).In my first six months as a new mum

with an expanding yarn business I only managed to add a few more animals to the

mantlepiece. It was really only once I was living with a baby who wanted to interact and play

with my creations that a new wave of enthusiasm took hold of me.The animals have certainly

evolved over the last year, and in the writing of this book many originals have been

‘remastered’ as they have been tested with a more experienced eye.Bridget the Elephant was

the first animal to arrive in Edward’s nursery, and she remains one of the simplest patterns,

along with Alexandre the Russian Blue Cat and Emma the Bunny. If you are a beginner, I

would recommend working your way up to Blake the Orang-utan and Hamlet the Cheetah as

these patterns are a little more complex.The patterns for Edward’s Menagerie are designed for

you and your friends and family to enjoy and are for private use only. I can’t wait to see photos

of your menagerie animals; make sure you share them using the hashtag #edsanimals, so I

can find them.There is no denying that I am addicted to and obsessed with making new

animals, so I expect the next one will be along shortly (book, that is).Enjoy,KerryHow to use

this bookEdward’s Menagerie has been divided into three levels to indicate how many

techniques are used in the making of that animal. I would like to emphasize that you do not

need a degree in anything to make a Level 3 animal. I would, however, suggest that you maybe

try a Level 1 or 2 animal first if you are totally new to crochet.Level 1Animals using one colour

and only chain, slip stitch and double crochet.Level 2Animals for which you need to do basic

colour changing. Instructions for this can be found in the Technicals section.Level 3Animals

that require more complex colour changing and those that require the loop stitch. Again,

instructions for this can be found in the Technicals section.The animals in Edward’s Menagerie



are a family and thus share common body shapes. You will need to refer to the Standard

Forms page when making any of the animals in this book. You will notice that this page has a

black edge to help you find it quickly as you are working through the pattern. After you have

made one animal, you will pick up the pattern quickly (and become very familiar with your six

times table!).To keep each pattern simple and concise, I have omitted the stuffing and sewing-

up instructions, as these are common to all. Please refer to the Stuffing and Sewing pages in

the Technicals section before you start, so that you are aware of the correct order and place in

the pattern to do this.The patterns all use British crochet terminology and common crochet

abbreviations. US conversions and full explanations can be found in the Technicals

section.Yarns and other materialsMy yarn storyI have had the privilege of growing up on a

British alpaca farm in a picturesque area of rural Warwickshire, England, named Toft. My

parents bought alpacas back in 1997 at a time when only eccentrics could identify these

animals, and there were fewer than 500 camelids in the whole country. Since then, the Toft

alpaca stud farm has grown in size and reputation along with the British alpaca livestock

industry, and resident alpacas in the UK now number more than 40,000. Toft is a place where

my son Edward – for whom this menagerie is named – will be able to make weekly visits, and

where he can enjoy taking part in the daily rituals of farming these beautiful animals.I

commissioned the first batch of TOFT yarn, made from the fleeces of our own herd of alpacas,

in 2006. At the time, I was utterly oblivious to the world of fibre, yarn and craft. Since then,

TOFT has grown to become a renowned luxury yarn brand committed to superior-quality 100

per cent British alpaca and wool yarns, and its design range is characterized by an all-natural

colour palette.My yarn choiceEdward’s Menagerie has been crocheted in TOFT yarn. This

collection of animal patterns showcases the soft handle of the natural fibres, the depth and

range of undyed tones and the tactile appeal of the resulting fabric. The creation of Edward’s

Menagerie was driven by an intimate knowledge and understanding of TOFT yarn. Naturally, I

recommend using TOFT yarn to guarantee that your animals look just like mine, but the

patterns will work in any other non-fancy spun yarn. The resulting animals will vary drastically

should you choose to work up an elephant in blue acrylic yarn, or a lion in yellow cotton, but

the patterns will work if you match your hook size to your yarn and check that your tension

makes a dense, crisp fabric.I hope these patterns inspire you to experience the pleasure of

indulging in a luxury yarn. It’s all about having a good yarn on your hook, whether you’re

bringing one of these patterns to life for yourself or for someone else.You will needTo make just

one, or indeed all, of the animals in this book, the requirements list is the same:Yarn in

appropriate colours and quantities (see Size Options)Black contrast yarn for face detailsOne

hook in an appropriate size to the yarn being used (see Size Options)Stuffing

materialScissorsSewing needleYarn coloursThe animals in this book have been made using a

palette of ten natural colours. These subtle shades of creams, browns and greys provide all

you need. The colour recommendations depicted are not fixed rules. The beauty of the

spectrum of undyed yarn is not only that it is ‘animal’ coloured, but also that each yarn colour is

interchangeable with a myriad of substitutes. My advice on selecting colours would be not to

spend too long staring at images on a computer, but to use your instincts and your mind’s eye

to achieve the best results.Some animals use only one colour, others two, and a handful

combine three for a more detailed finish. The suggested colours are stated at the start of every

pattern, as simple contrasts of Light, Medium and Dark.Materials for stuffingI have chosen to

stuff the animals with a synthetic high-loft polyester toy stuffing, despite their 100 per cent

natural yarn outer. Rather than this being a contradiction, experience has taught me that

natural wool stuffing tends to compact over time, and that leads to very floppy and saggy



animals. The synthetic stuffing also makes the animals fully hand-washable.You may wish to

add plastic pellets to your materials list should you wish to add more weight to your toys. The

body is a perfect shape to house the pellets, and this extra weight works to best effect when

placed in the bulbous ‘tummy’ section. Be sure to sew the pellets securely inside some fabric

before you place them in the crochet body; otherwise they will work their way out through the

stitches, no matter how tight your tension!The larger versions of the animals worked in chunky

yarns will make perfect doorstops if you use sand in a similar way to pellets.Materials for facesI

have used black yarn to sew on all the animals’ eyes and nostrils. Using a dyed black silk

thread or cotton will give you a lovely contrast with the natural, undyed colours of the yarn, and

the eyes will really stand out with a glint. Alternatively, you could use buttons, beads or glass

eyes. Do not use safety eyes, buttons, beads or glass eyes on toys intended for children under

three years old as they are a potential choking hazard; securely embroider the features

instead.Size optionsThe standard Edward’s Menagerie animal is worked in Double Knitting

(DK) weight yarn on a 3mm crochet hook (for US crocheters: light worsted/8ply yarn on a C2 or

D3 hook). The beauty of the pattern is that you never need to change the hook size and you

need only one tool to make all forty animals featured in this book!All the figures given here are

approximate and based on my experience in working with TOFT pure alpaca and wool yarns.

You could make any one of these animals in any thickness of yarn, but with the Level 3 animals

you may find some parts become quite demanding when worked in very fine yarns. Thicker

yarns and bigger hooks may suit beginners best, as it is easier to see the stitches.These

quantities are based on using TOFT pure alpaca or pure wool yarn. If you use another brand,

the quantities required may vary significantly depending on the composition of the yarn.

Animals that use the fur stitch or chain loops to add details such as manes or top knots will

take considerably more yarn than others.Your hook size needs to be selected based on yarn

thickness but also considering your own personal tension. Adjust your hook size to

accommodate your tension and thickness of yarn ensuring that your fabric is dense: if it is too

loose your stuffing will show through; if it is too tight your animals will be stiff and hard to work.

The tension measurements below are approximate and measured over standard double

crochet stitches worked in a spiral.The size given in the box is for a standard body animal in a

sitting position measured from its bottom to the top of its head – all ears, horns and hair are

additional to this.International termsI have used British English crochet terms throughout.

‘Double crochet’ (dc) is the same as the American English ‘single crochet’ (sc). For clarification

on which stitch this refers to, see the instructions for Double Crochet in the Technicals section.

All other abbreviations are the same in both British and American terms.SMALLYARN

WEIGHTUKFINEUS/AUSPORT/4PLYQUANTITYG30–50OZ1–1¾HOOK SIZEMM1.75US/AUn/

aFINISHED SIZECM12IN4¾TENSIONCM2 x 2cm = 6 sts x 7 rowsIN¾ x ¾in = 6 sts x 7

rowsSTANDARDYARN WEIGHTUKDKUS/AULIGHT WORSTED/8PLYQUANTITYG60–

100OZ2–3½HOOK SIZEMM3US/AUC2/D3FINISHED SIZECM18IN7TENSIONCM3 x 3cm = 6

sts x 7 rowsIN1¼ x 1¼in = 6 sts x 7 rowsLARGEYARN WEIGHTUKARANUS/

AUWORSTED/10PLYQUANTITYG300–400OZ10–14HOOK SIZEMM5US/AUH8FINISHED

SIZECM24IN9½TENSIONCM5 x 5cm = 6 sts x 7 rowsIN2 x 2in = 6 sts x 7 rowsGIANTYARN

WEIGHTUKCHUNKYUS/AUBULKY/12PLYQUANTITYG600–1000OZ20–35HOOK

SIZEMM8US/AUL11FINISHED SIZECM34IN13½TENSIONCM7 x 7cm = 6 sts x 7 rowsIN2¾ x

2¾in = 6 sts x 7 rowsStandard formsFor bodies, heads, legs and ears you will need to start off

by following the standard increase pattern below. For a more detailed explanation of the

techniques, including how to start, how to work the stitches and changing colours, please refer

to the Technicals section.The standard increase creates a circular piece of crochet, worked in a



spiral from the centre outwards. This forms the base of the bodies and the feet, and the backs

of the heads. The crochet pieces are then worked from the base upwards (for bodies and feet)

or from the back forwards (for the heads).When you have completed a part, unless it is

otherwise stated, thread the yarn through the stitches that are left, tie off, pull tight and secure.

When making each part, ensure that when you start or finish you leave yourself a length of

yarn to sew that part onto the others to make your life easier when making up the animal.In the

patterns I have not stated when you should stuff the animals’ heads. My advice is to stuff when

you reach six stitches left in a round, as the hole is big enough to poke the bottom of a crochet

hook into. All legs and bodies are stuffed after completion of the parts; it is only the pointy-

nosed animals you need to keep an eye on to make sure you stuff them before you get to the

final round. See also the Stuffing and Sewing section and the Topknots and Tails in Technicals

for further advice on this.STANDARD INCREASEBegin by dc6 into foundation ring (see

Technicals).Rnd 1 (Dc2 into next st) 6 times. (12)Rnd 2 (Dc1, dc2 into next st) 6 times. (18)Rnd

3 (Dc2, dc2 into next st) 6 times. (24)Rnd 4 (Dc3, dc2 into next st) 6 times. (30)Rnd 5 (Dc4, dc2

into next st) 6 times. (36)Rnd 6 (Dc5, dc2 into next st) 6 times. (42)STANDARD BODYWork as

for Standard Increase, then:Rnd 7 (Dc6, dc2 into next st) 6 times. (48)Rnds 8–12 Dc. (5

rnds)Rnd 13 Dc30, (dc4, dc2tog) 3 times. (45)Rnd 14 Dc.Rnd 15 (Dc1, dc2tog) 15 times.

(30)Rnds 16–20 Dc. (5 rnds)Rnd 21 (Dc3, dc2tog) 6 times. (24)Rnds 22–26 Dc. (5 rnds)Rnd 27

(Dc2, dc2tog) 6 times. (18)Rnd 28 Dc.Rnd 29 (Dc2tog) 9 times. (9)STANDARD LEGSBegin by

dc6 into foundation ring.Rnd 1 (Dc2 into next st) 6 times. (12)Rnd 2 (Dc1, dc2 into next st) 6

times. (18)Rnds 3–6 Dc. (4 rnds)Rnd 7 (Dc1, dc2tog) 6 times. (12)Rnds 8–22 Dc. (15 rnds)Fold

these 12 sts flat and dc across the top, first stuffing the feet (see Finishing the Feet and Legs

under Stuffing and Sewing in the Technicals section).level 1The animals in Level 1 require

knowledge of only the basics of crochet. They are suitable for beginners who have read the

Technicals section.EmmaThe BunnyEmma is an extremely lovable bunny whose aura is kept in

balance by regular dates with her yoga mat. She’s a very house-proud mummy rabbit and her

warren is her sanctuary. Although often reluctant to tie up her ears and get on with the

housework, she does a very fine job once she sets her mind to it. Her creative talents have

long slept dormant while other people have become her priority, but it looks as if that might be

about to change. Once there’s a vase of fresh flowers and a pot of Earl Grey tea brewing on

the side, it’s time for Emma to get out her needles and create.You will needMain colour:

MediumColour two: Light (scrap)See also: You Will Need list in Yarns and Other Materials

section and Abbreviations.BodyWork as standard in Medium.HeadWork as standard in

Medium until:Rnd 6 (Dc5, dc2 into next st)6 times. (42)Rnds 7–11 Dc. (5 rnds)Rnd 12 (Dc5,

dc2tog) 6 times. (36)Rnd 13 Dc.Rnd 14 (Dc4, dc2tog) 3 times, dc18. (33)Rnd 15 (Dc3, dc2tog)

3 times, dc18. (30)Rnd 16 Dc.Rnd 17 (Dc3, dc2tog) 6 times. (24)Rnd 18 Dc12, (dc1, dc2tog) 4

times. (20)Rnd 19 (Dc2, dc2tog) 5 times. (15)Rnd 20 (Dc2tog) 7 times, dc1. (8)Ears (make

two)Working in Medium, begin by dc6 into ring.Rnd 1 (Dc1, dc2 into next st)3 times. (9)Rnds 2–

3 Dc. (2 rnds)Rnd 4 (Dc2, dc2 into next st)3 times. (12)Rnd 5 Dc.Rnd 6 (Dc3, dc2 into next st)
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Braiding Bible: The Complete Guide to Creative Knotting including Kumihimo, Macramé, and

Plaiting, Edward's Crochet Imaginarium: Flip the pages to make over a million mix-and-match

monsters (Edward's Menagerie Book 1), How to Crochet Animals: Ocean: 25 mini menagerie

patterns, How to Crochet Animals: Farm: 25 mini menagerie patterns, Arzak Secrets, Breaking

Point, Say I'm Dead: A Family Memoir of Race, Secrets, and Love, Grandbaby Cakes: Modern

Recipes, Vintage Charm, Soulful Memories, Pierogi Love: New Takes on an Old-World Comfort

Food, British Food: An Extraordinary Thousand Years of History, Penny Saving Household

Helper: Five Hundred Little Ways to Save Big, Kawaii Crochet: 40 Super Cute Crochet Patterns

for Adorable Amigurumi, Recipes from Around Our Family Table, Edward's Crochet Doll

Emporium: Flip the mix-and-match patterns to make and dress your favourite people (Edward's

Menagerie Book 2), Pirate Women: The Princesses, Prostitutes, and Privateers Who Ruled the

Seven Seas, Crochet Cute Critters: 26 Easy Amigurumi Patterns, Macarons, The Essential Air

Fryer Cookbook for Beginners: Easy, Foolproof Recipes for Your Air Fryer

D. Sah, “Beautiful photos, cute stuffed animals. I'd say 5 stars but it is a bit annoying going back

and forth to find all the details for each animal. I made Penelope the bear but made it more like

a grizzly, so did different ears and changed out the hands/feet color which was easy to do just

following a different animal's instructions. I love the idea of mixing and matching. However, it's a

bit annoying to go to the front of the book for the standard body and limbs, then back to the

animal for minor details, then to the back of the book for tail info and stuffing details. At least

have all the indices in one place.I took heed of her warning (and reviewers) of the American vs

British dc= sc in US. That was helpful, however it took me a second to understand how

"Dc2,dc2 into next stitch" would equate sc in next 2 stitches then 2 sc in next 1 stitch. It only

made sense if you've done increases before (and her parenthetical numbers were helpful for

total stitches in that row). So for new crocheters that would be hard to understand for

sure.Edited: so much fun with these- have made the lion, fox and friesian cow. The last 2 i

played w the designs to make them more like what I had in mind. Also the monkey (kinda like a

vervet monkey), gorilla and chimp. Onto a goat next. Also bought her monster one- cannot wait

to make those next!!!”

RT, “Cute and simple. Really cute and fairly simple patterns. I found the base patterns simple to

alter to create a more customized animal. (I made the above fox as a gift for someone and

didn’t like the fox pattern in the book so I took elements from other animals to make one I knew

she would like better) As others have stated, the directions use UK terms (“dc” is our “sc” etc)

but it’s fairly easy to convert. There is a guide near the start that shows you what weight of yarn

and hook size to use based on the approximate size animal you want to end up with. In the

back are guides for ear and eye placement with examples of how the placement affects the

expression of the toy as well as guides for stuffing and assembly . The back also holds pages

that show the back of the animals so you can get a good look at their tails with brief

descriptions of their characteristics. The book is sectioned in three levels, with each section

containing gradually more complex patterns. I think a beginner would do okay with this book.

The Level 1 patterns are solid color and largely single crochet from what I can see.”

Honest Reviewer, “LOVE, LOVE, LOVE!!!. I have only been crocheting (other than a SC or DC

scarf) for about a year. I found this book in the summer of 2015 and fell in love with these

adorable animals. It took some digging, trial and error, and several video tutorials the author



provides, for FREE on her website, to feel proficient at it. These are the best amigurumi

animals I have ever seen! I can't wait to be able to buy her bird book and try other patterns that

she offers. And folks, yarn makes a big difference. I started these using "cheap" synthetic yarns

and now I will only use natural fibers (wool, llama, alpaca, etc.)”

Amelialegbar &eþ�, “LOVE LOVE LOVE. Fantastic book with clear and easy to follow instructions.

The hardest part is choosing what animal to make first!!Simple to do, all the animals are a

family and so have the same body and legs with only the head shape changing. Different size

hooks and yarn, give different size animals, all following the same pattern.Lots of video

tutorials online too if a helping hand is needed.I have made Simon the sheep already and now

working on Bridget the elephant.”

Nelly611, “Excellent for beginners and fun to do. This book is excellent for people who know

very little about crocheting, like myself. It has three levels of difficulty with the easiest animals

to make as level 1 and the harder ones as level 3.You can also vary the size of the toy very

simply by changing the wool and crochet hook and still using the same pattern - there are 4

sizes you can make.Each of the animals are named and have a little story about that animal.I

have just finished the first animal which was a floppy eared bunny called Emma and I really

enjoyed making it! I can't wait to try the others ”

Luke, “Inspirational crochet book. This is a great book. It is printed well and the pictures are

lovely. It goes through the basics for those who have never crocheted before, before moving

onto the patterns for the toys. Mostly the bodies are the same patterns then you make different

heads and tails depending on what animal you want. They are separated into easy, medium,

and difficult patterns so you can find something to suit you. It also contains details about using

different size wool (to make different sized toys) and what needles you should use in these

cases.”

Frosty, “Simple techniques, amazing results. What I like about this book is that with a few

simple techniques, which are fully explained at the beginning of the book, you can create

increasingly difficult animals for someone to love. It's left up to you what yarn thickness you'll

use, and thereby how big your animal will be. You use the appropriate hook size for the yarn,

which should be on the ball band (same as needle size). You can easily make whole families if

you wish. Each "pattern" comes with a background story of the animal which will have you

smiling if not laughing out loud. This is definitely one of those books that you will not be

leaving on the coffee table or bookshelf.”

The book by Kerry Lord has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 2,883 people have provided feedback.
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